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Introduction

Optimal systemic treatment after breast cancer is the most crucial factor in reducing mortality in women with breast cancer. Adjuvant chemotherapy and hormonal treatment both reduce the risk of death in breast cancer patients. However, while estrogen receptors status predicts for response to hormone treatments, there are no clinically useful predictive markers for chemotherapy responses. All eligible women are therefore treated in the same manner. Even denoval drug resistance will result in treatment failures in many breast cancer patients. Currently, there are no methods available to distinguish those patients who are likely to respond to specific chemotherapies, and given the accepted practice of prescribing adjuvant treatment to most parties, even if the average expected benefit is slow, the selection of appropriate patients represents a major advance in the clinical management of breast cancer today.

We therefore set out to identify gene expression patterns in primary breast cancer specimens that might predict response to taxenes. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy allows for the sampling of the primary tumor for gene expression analysis and for direct assessment of response to chemotherapy by following changes in tumor size during the first few months of treatment. Hence, neoadjuvant chemotherapy provides an idea platform to rapidly discover predictive markers of chemotherapy response.

In this present study, we hypothesize through high quantitation of gene expression, grade is possible to access thousands of genes simultaneously, and expression patterns in different breast cancers might correlate with and thereby predict response to treatment. The purpose of this study was to (1) demonstrate that sufficient RNA could be obtained from core biopsies to access gene expression, (2) to identify groups of genes that could be used to distinguish primary breast cancers to responsive or resistance to taxotere, and (3) to identify gene pathways that could be important in a mechanism of action of taxotere.

Body of Research

From September 17, 2001 to September 16, 2003, we had recruited 65 patients with locally advanced breast cancer. Core biopsies were obtained from the primary breast cancers before commencement of neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Clinical responses before and after four cycles of chemotherapy were measured in all primary breast cancers.

A total of 6 core biopsies were obtained from each primary cancer. Two core biopsy specimens were transferred immediately to liquid nitrogen and snap frozen at \(-80^\circ\) C. Each core biopsy measured approximately 1 cm x 1 mm. As these core biopsies were too small for micro dissection, we ascertained the tumor cellularity of the pretreatment core biopsies. In general, the core biopsies showed good tumor cellularity with median tumor cellularity of 75% (range 40-
100%). Each core biopsy yielded 3-6 mg of total RNA, which is more than sufficient to generate approximately 20 mg of label cRNA needed for hybridization with the Affymetrix U95Av2 Genechip, using the manufacturer's standard protocols. To date, we have analyzed 24 out of the 42 collected core biopsy specimens. We compared the expression data in sensitive and resistant tumors to identify gene significance differentially expressed between the two groups. We applied filtering to eliminate genes with uniformly low expression or whose expression did not vary significantly across the samples retaining approximately 1,600 genes. We then applied T-test after lot transformation, to select discriminatory genes. To date, we have selected 92, 300, 551 genes as differentially expresses at p values of 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, respectively.

In the 92 gene list, among the genes overexpressed in the resistant cluster, most are involved in transcriptional regulation, signal transduction, or have unknown functions. In the sensitive tumors, some are involved in signal transduction and cell cycle, cytoskeleton and adhesion processes, protein transport, protein modification, stress and apoptosis or have unknown functions. We have confirmed the expression measurements obtained from the affymetrics chips with values from semiquantitative RT-PCR. We have done 15 genes and compared their measurements with QRT PCR. Significantly correlation was seen between the two methods.

Key Research Accomplishments

Four abstracts have been submitted and accepted for international meetings. Two were submitted to the San Antonio Breast Cancer Symposium in 2001 and 2002. This abstract was also submitted to the ASCO meeting in 2002 and 2003. This study was also selected for a preliminary presentation in the Era of Hope Meeting in Florida in 2002. A manuscript has been recently published in the prestigious medical journal, The Lancet.

Reportable Outcomes


Conclusions

We have determined that 1) sufficient RNA can be obtained from core needle biopsies to hybridize Affymetrix GeneChips for assessment of gene expression patterns 2) differential gene expression patterns exist that can distinguish resistant versus sensitive tumors. We will continue our current experiments to further increase patient recruitment to define and refine patterns of resistance and sensitivity.
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Summary

Background Systemic chemotherapy for operable breast cancer substantially decreases the risk of death. Patients often have de novo resistance or incomplete response to docetaxel, one of the most active agents in this disease. We postulated that gene expression profiles of the primary breast cancer can predict the response to docetaxel.

Methods We took core biopsy samples from primary breast tumours in 24 patients before treatment and then assessed tumour response to neoadjuvant docetaxel (four cycles, 100 mg/m² daily for 3 weeks) by cDNA analysis of RNA extracted from biopsy samples using HgU95-Av2 GeneChip.

Findings From the core biopsy samples, we extracted sufficient total RNA (3-6 µg) for cDNA array analysis using HgU95-Av2 GeneChip. Differential patterns of expression of 92 genes correlated with docetaxel response (p=0.001). Sensitive tumours had higher expression of genes involved in cell cycle, cytoskeleton, adhesion, protein transport, protein modification, transcription, and stress or apoptosis; whereas resistant tumours showed increased expression of some transcriptional and signal transduction genes. In leave-one-out cross-validation analysis, ten of 11 sensitive tumours (90% specificity) and 11 of 13 resistant tumours (85% sensitivity) were correctly classified, with an accuracy of 88%. This 92-gene predictor had positive and negative predictive values of 92% and 83%, respectively. Correlation between RNA expression measured by the arrays and semiquantitative RT-PCR was also ascertained, and our results were validated in an independent set of six patients.

Interpretation If validated, these molecular profiles could allow development of a clinical test for docetaxel sensitivity, thus reducing unnecessary treatment for women with breast cancer.

Lancet 2003; 362: 362-69
See Commentary page 340

Introduction

Adjuvant systemic treatment after surgery for breast cancer is the most crucial factor in reducing mortality—both chemotherapy and hormonal treatment reduce the risk of death in such patients. However, although oestrogen-receptor status is predictive of response to hormonal treatments, there are no clinically useful predictive markers of a patient's response to chemotherapy. Therefore, all patients who are eligible for chemotherapy receive the same treatment, even though de novo drug resistance will result in treatment failures in many. The taxanes, docetaxel and paclitaxel, are a new class of antimitotubule agent that are more effective than older drugs such as anthracyclines, although results of clinical trials with taxanes and anthracyclines in combination show that only a small subset of patients benefit from the addition of taxanes. There are no methods to distinguish between patients who are likely to respond to taxanes and those who are not. In view of the accepted practice of giving adjuvant treatment to most patients, even if the average expected benefit is low, the a priori selection of appropriate patients most likely to benefit from adjuvant treatment with taxanes would be a great advance in the clinical management of breast cancer. A major impediment in the study of predictors of effectiveness of adjuvant treatment is the absence of surrogate markers for survival and, consequently, large numbers of patients and long-term follow-up are needed.

We aimed to identify gene expression patterns in primary breast-cancer specimens that might predict response to taxanes. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (ie, treatment before primary surgery) allows for sampling of the primary tumour for gene expression analysis, and for direct assessment of response to chemotherapy by monitoring changes in tumour size during the first few months of treatment. Clinical response of the tumour to neoadjuvant chemotherapy is a valid surrogate marker of survival: patients whose tumours regress substantially after neoadjuvant chemotherapy have better outcome than do those with modest response or clinically obvious disease that is resistant to chemotherapy. With the advent of high-throughput quantification of gene expression, simultaneous assessment of thousands of genes is now possible, which allows identification of expression patterns in different breast cancers that might correlate with, and thereby predict, excellent clinical response to treatment. These profiles have potential to explain the genetic heterogeneity of breast cancer and allow treatment strategies to be planned in accordance with their probability of success in individual patients. Hence, neoadjuvant chemotherapy provides an ideal platform from which to discover predictive markers of chemotherapy response. In our study, we took core needle biopsy samples of the primary breast cancer for gene expression profiling before patients received neoadjuvant docetaxel. We aimed first, to show that sufficient RNA
could be obtained from core biopsy samples to assess gene expression; second, to identify groups of genes that could be used to distinguish primary breast cancers that are responsive or resistant to docetaxel chemotherapy; and third, to identify gene pathways that could be important in the mechanism of resistance to docetaxel.

Methods

Patients

From September, 1999, to June, 2001, patients with locally advanced breast cancer (ie, primary cancers >4 cm, or clinically evident axillary metastases) were considered for a phase II study with neoadjuvant docetaxel. Inclusion criteria were (1) age greater than 18 years and a diagnosis of breast cancer confirmed by analysis of a core needle biopsy sample, (2) premenopausal status accompanied by appropriate contraception, (3) adequate performance status, and (4) adequate liver and kidney function tests (all within 1.5 times the institution's upper limit of normal). Patients were excluded if they had severe underlying chronic illness or disease, or were taking other chemotherapeutic drugs while on study.

This study (protocol H8418) was approved by the institutional review board of Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA. Patients gave written informed consent.

Clinical procedures

We recorded clinical staging and size of primary tumour at the start of treatment, at every cycle, and after completion of four cycles of chemotherapy. Tumour size (product of the two largest perpendicular diameters) measured before (http://dchip.org) for final normalisation and modelling.

Four cycles of docetaxel were given at 100 mg/m² every 3 weeks, and we assessed clinical response after the fourth cycle, at 12 weeks. As part of standard care, patients were continued on neoadjuvant chemotherapy through the full four cycles, unless there was clear documentation of progressive disease, which we defined as an increase in tumour size of more than 25%. After the course of neoadjuvant docetaxel was complete, primary surgery was done and standard adjuvant treatment was given.

RNA extraction and amplification

We isolated total RNA from the frozen core biopsy specimens in accordance with protocols recommended by Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA, USA) for GeneChip experiments. Total RNA was isolated with Trizol reagent (Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA). Samples were subsequently passed over a Qiagen RNeasy column (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) for removal of small fragments that affect RT-reaction and hybridisation quality (ECW, unpublished data). Each core biopsy yielded 3–6 µg of total RNA. After RNA recovery, double-stranded cDNA was then synthesised by a chimeric oligonucleotide with an oligo-dT and a T7 RNA polymerase promoter at a concentration of 100 pmol/µL.

We used reverse transcription in accordance with protocols recommended by Affymetrix using commercially available buffers and proteins (Invitrogen Corporation). Biotin labelling and about 250-fold linear amplification followed phenol-chloroform clean up of the reverse-transcription reaction product and was done by in-vitro transcription (Enzo Biochem, New York, NY, USA) over a reaction time of 8 h. From each biopsy specimen, we hybridised 15 µg of labelled cRNA onto the HgU95-Av2 GeneChip using recommended procedures for pre-hybridisation, hybridisation, washing, and staining with streptavidin-phycocerythrin (SA-PE). Antibody amplification was done with a biotin-linked antibody to streptavidin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) with a goat IgG blocking antibody (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA). A second application of the SA-PE dye was used after additional wash steps had been done. After automated staining and wash protocols (Affymetrix protocol EukGE-2v1), the arrays were scanned by the Affymetrix GeneChip scanner (Agilent, Palo Alto, CA) and quantitated with Microarray suite version 5.0 (Affymetrix). The HgU95-Av2 GeneChip consists of about 12 625 probe sets, each containing about 16 perfect match and corresponding mismatch 25mer oligonucleotide probes representing sequences (genes), most of which have been characterised in terms of function or disease association. The raw, un-normalised probe level data were then analysed by dChip (http://dchip.org) for final normalisation and modelling.

Median intensity was used for the normalisation of the 24 arrays and the perfect match/mismatch (PM/MM) modelling algorithm was used.

Semiquantitative RT-PCR

We did semi-quantitative RT-PCR (sqRT-PCR) measurement of gene expression levels using the same amplified cRNA hybridised to the GeneChip. 20 genes were selected for analysis on the basis of their high variation in expression. Primers were designed for these loci with the sequences freely available from the Entrez Nucleotide database and the Primer3 algorithm for primer design. Product sizes were kept short (<150 bp) to allow the maximum ability to work under varying conditions relative to cRNA quality. Primers were optimised with a reverse-transcribed mixture of six samples. 15 duplicate reactions were prepared and samples were taken at alternating cycle numbers between 15 and 33 to ensure that the sqRT-PCR reaction products were in a linear range of accumulation. These samples were then arranged in ascending order, diluted with 10 µL loading buffer, and 3 µL of each sample was loaded onto 6% denaturing acrylamide gels. Electrophoresis at 60 W was done for 2 h, or until sufficient separation of the xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue dyes.
was achieved. Gels were then fixed, removed from the rear plate, transferred to filter paper, and dried. We first assessed these dry gels using autoradiography (about 8 h exposure, no intensification), and analysable gels were then exposed to phosphorimaging screens. Primers that failed to produce a single clear band were used again with different annealing temperatures until a single band was produced.

15 of the 20 primers chosen proved suitable to use and gave clean, single bands for analysis. The remaining five failed to optimise properly and were not included in any further analysis. Although high-cycle samples inevitably achieved pixel-saturation, care was taken to keep exposure times to a minimum, so as to keep intensity within the informative range on most cycle-totals within each set. To determine the linear range of the 15 primers, we analysed their absolute intensities using Microsoft Excel graphing functions. We then did phosphorimager quantification analysis (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), and RT-PCR product band intensities were quantitatively biased estimate of classification success. Starting with the distribution of numbers of differentially expressed genes was compared with the distribution of numbers of differentially expressed genes generated by repeatedly permutating the labels of the samples and recalculating the t test at the specified level of significance.

Next, we developed a classifier to predict response. With a list of discriminatory genes and their associated t values, we used the compound covariate predictor method of Radmacher and colleagues, to construct a linear classifier. Resubstitution estimates of classification success, in which the classifier is applied to the same samples used to create it, are invariably biased (ie, they are overly optimistic). Therefore, we used an external cross-validation procedure to generate a less biased estimate of classification success. Starting with 1628 genes that had significant variation in expression, and which were filtered without any respect to class membership, the entire gene selection and classifier construction process was repeated in a leave-one-out cross-validation to estimate classifier performance. Finally, to assess whether the degree of successful classification we noted could have arisen by chance, the entire cross-validation procedure was repeated 2000 times, permutating the sample labels every time. The observed cross-validated classification success rate was then compared with the distribution of classification success in the permutation analysis. Cross-validated performance was summarised by observed sensitivity and specificity, and associated exact binomial confidence intervals. Resubstitution classifier values were also used to generate a receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC curve) and to estimate the area under the curve.

The classifier was partly validated with an independent set of six patients treated in the same clinical trial as those

---

**Figure 1: Two methods of statistical analysis**

A: the prognostic analysis used by van't Veer and colleagues used oligonucleotide microarrays with 25 000 genes, from which 5000 variably expressed genes were selected by filtering. Of these, 231 genes were significantly associated with prognostic outcome (r>0.3). These 231 genes were then rank-ordered on the basis of the magnitude of the correlation coefficient and selected in groups of five to construct the smallest optimum classifier. Leave-one-out analysis was then done with 231 genes that were correlated with outcome to select a classification set of 70 genes.

B: statistical analysis methods used in this study: a subset of 1628 genes was selected by filtering on signal intensity to eliminate genes with uniformly low expression or genes whose expression did not vary significantly across the samples.
were 100% or greater of baseline. p-values or greater, and three (23%) of these residual tumours Table 2: rumours, seven (58%) had residual tumour mass of 60% (< 10% residual tumour), whereas of five patients (45%) had minimal residual disease Permutation represent a clinically important response. Of these statistical comparison. In this study of locally advanced major categories including unknown function, protein 13 (54%) defined tumour sensitivity and resistance on the basis of compared with sensitive tumours. Functional classes of 2-5-15.7-fold increases in expression in resistant cycle (7%), and protein translation (3%); the remainder transcription (10%), RNA splicing or transport (9%), cell chemotherapy was 30%. We then arbitrarily defined protein transport (13%), signal transduction (12%), RNA resistant groups--ie, differentially expressed. The genes showed 2.6-4.2-fold decreases or expression or genes whose expression did not vary significantly across the samples, retaining 1628 genes. After log transformation, a t test was used to select discriminatory genes. t tests with nominal p values of 24 54 Postmenopausal Black 9x7 No HER-2=HER-2/neu oncogene detected by immunohistochemical analysis. --negative. +positive. IMC=invasive mammary carcinoma, IDC=invasive ductal carcinoma. Table 1: Characteristics of patients in the training set in the training set. RNA was obtained from pretreatment biopsy samples and hybridised to HgU95-Av2 GeneChips exactly as described for the training sample. Probe level data were adjusted to the same baseline array as the training set, and gene expression values were calculated with previously estimated probe sensitivity values derived from the training sample. The 92-gene classifier was then applied to predict response in every new sample. Role of the funding source The study sponsors did not contribute to the study design, or collection, analysis, or interpretation of data. The manuscript was reviewed with only minor editorial changes by one of the study's sponsors, Aventis Pharmaceutical. Results Assessment of clinical response We included 24 patients, and their clinical characteristics are shown in table 1. Unidimensional median tumour size before treatment was 8 cm (range 4-23 cm). Before doing gene expression analysis, we defined tumour sensitivity and resistance on the basis of the percentage of residual disease after treatment. We first determined that the median residual disease after chemotherapy was 30%. We then arbitrarily defined sensitive tumours as those that had 25% or less residual disease, and resistant tumours as those with more than 25% residual disease, since this cutoff divides the patients into two almost equally sized groups for statistical comparison. In this study of locally advanced breast cancer, tumours were large and a regression of at least 75% after chemotherapy would almost certainly represent a clinically important response. Of these 24 patients, 11 (46%) were sensitive to docetaxel and 13 (54%) were resistant. Of the sensitive tumours, five patients (45%) had minimal residual disease (<10% residual tumour), whereas of the resistant tumours, seven (58%) had residual tumour mass of 60% or greater, and three (23%) of these residual tumours were 100% or greater of baseline. Selection of discriminatory genes To select discriminatory genes, we compared expression data in the sensitive and the resistant tumours (figure 2). First, we selected a subset of candidate genes by filtering on signal intensity to eliminate genes with uniformly low expression or genes whose expression did not vary significantly across the samples, retaining 1628 genes. After log transformation, a t test was used to select discriminatory genes. t tests with nominal p values of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.05 selected 92, 300, and 551 genes, respectively, for which expression differed in sensitive and resistant groups—ie, differentially expressed. The probability that these numbers of genes would be selected by chance alone was estimated to be 0.0015, 0.001, and less than 0.001 respectively (table 2). These results can be reviewed with data at the gene expression omnibus. Functional classification of discriminatory genes The 92 genes classed as most significantly "differentially expressed" at p=0.001 are listed in the webtable (http://image.thelancet.com/extras/01artl1086webtable.pdf) (figure 2). These genes showed 2.6-4.2-fold decreases or 2.1-15.7-fold increases in expression in resistant compared with sensitive tumours. Functional classes of these differentially expressed genes included stress or APOPTOSIS (21%), cell adhesion or cytoskeleton (16%), protein transport (13%), signal transduction (12%), RNA transcription (10%), RNA splicing or transport (9%), cell cycle (7%), and protein translation (3%); the remainder (9%) have unknown functions. 14 of these 92 genes were overexpressed in the treatment-resistant cluster with major categories including unknown function, protein...
Figure 2: Hierarchical clustering of genes correlated with docetaxel response

Expression levels above the mean for the gene are shown in red and expression levels below the mean for the gene are shown in blue. The colour scale ranges from 3 SDs (darkest blue) to 3 SDs above the mean (darkest red). Affymetrix probe set identifiers and gene symbols are shown on the right-hand side of the figure.
translation, cell cycle, and RNA transcription. Tubulin isoforms were associated with docetaxel resistance.

Of the 78 genes overexpressed in docetaxel-sensitive tumours, major categories were stress or apoptosis, adhesion or cytoskeleton (no genes with this function were overexpressed in resistant tumours), protein transport, signal transduction, and RNA splicing or transport. In sensitive tumours, genes involved in apoptosis (eg, overexpression of BAX, UBE2M, UBC110, CUL1), and DNA damage–related gene expression (eg, overexpression of CSNK2B, DDB1, and ABL1, and underexpression of PRKDC) seem to contribute to docetaxel sensitivity.

Leave-one-out cross-validation

In this cross-validation analysis, we began with all 1628 filtered genes to avoid selection bias. Every observation in turn was left out and the remaining samples were used to select differentially expressed genes; we then constructed a compound covariate predictor to classify the left-out sample. Ten of 11 sensitive tumours (91% specificity, [95% CI 0.59–1.00]) and 11 of 13 resistant tumours (85% sensitivity [0.55–0.98]) were correctly classified, for an overall accuracy of 88% (68–97%). Results of permutation testing showed that such a high cross-validated classification accuracy is significant (p = 0.008). The analogous predictor, constructed with 92 genes selected with use of all 24 samples, yielded identical classification success. With this predictor, positive and negative predictive values for response to docetaxel were 92% and 83%, respectively, and the area under the ordinary receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was 0.96 (figure 3).

Confirmation of expression measurements

To confirm measurement of RNA concentrations, expression values derived from adjusted Affymetrix data were correlated with values from sqRT-PCR for 15 variably expressed genes (table 3). Spearman rank correlations were positive for 13 genes and significantly positive for six of 15 genes.

Validation in an independent cohort

The six additional patients enrolled in this prospective clinical study were studied to partly validate the 92-gene predictive classifier. In this small set, all six patients had sensitive tumours and were correctly classified by our predictive method.

Discussion

We obtained sufficient RNA from small core biopsy samples of human breast cancers, to assess patterns of gene expression in individual tumours and identified molecular profiles using gene expression patterns of human primary breast cancers to accurately predict sensitivity to docetaxel in women with primary breast cancer.

Gene expression patterns associated with docetaxel sensitivity and resistance are highly complex. In the past, investigators using single gene biomarkers to assess sensitivity and resistance to chemotherapy have seldom produced conclusive results. For example, in a breast cancer study the researchers did not note any correlation between commonly measured predictive and prognostic markers (HER-2, p53, p27, or epidermal growth factor receptor) and taxane sensitivity. Reports of different cancer types have suggested that alterations in expression levels of β tubulin isoforms might represent an important and complex mechanism of taxane resistance. We noted that overexpression of some β tubulin isoforms was associated with docetaxel resistance in some tumours, but not all. These results suggest that the patterns of gene expression for sensitivity and resistance are likely to involve multiple gene pathways, and that integration of many genes in these pathways leads to drug sensitivity and resistance. Our results lend support to the idea that assessment of expression of a few individual genes will not be powerful enough to untangle the heterogeneity of clinical breast cancers, but that patterns of expression of many genes could be successful in distinguishing between sensitive and resistant tumours.

A key point of this study was to focus on genes that could be reliably measured and to exclude those that were unlikely to be expressed in any sample. We did not design this study to discover specific genes for docetaxel response or resistance, but rather to identify patterns of many genes that could be used as a predictive test in patients with breast cancer. As a result, our analysis will have excluded some differential genes with low expression, some of which might be biologically interesting. For example, that spindle checkpoint dysfunction is an important cause of aneuploidy in human cancers has been suggested. The
serine-threonine kinase gene STK6 (AURORA A) might constitute a mechanism of spindle checkpoint dysregulation, and its amplification has been shown to predict resistance to taxanes. Indeed, we did note differential expression between sensitive and resistant tumours—overexpression of STK6 was about 1.4-fold higher in docetaxel-resistant tumours than in those that were sensitive to the drug (mean expression 506 and 695 in sensitive and resistant tumours, respectively; p=0.046). Nevertheless, this gene was not part of the 92-gene classifying list because of its overall low expression. This classifying list does not include all genes relevant to docetaxel sensitivity and resistance, but rather, identifies patterns of many genes that could be used as a predictive clinical test.

There is little information about the usefulness of gene expression arrays in human breast cancers.37 38 39 40 Van't Veer and colleagues,41 using printed oligonucleotide microarrays, noted that gene expression profiles were more accurate predictors of outcome in a small set of 78 young women with node-negative breast cancer than more standard clinical and histological criteria. The same investigators subsequently validated this 70-gene classifier in a cohort of 295 patients, many of whom were not in the original study.37 The signature of poor prognosis included genes regulating cell cycle, invasion, metastasis, and angiogenesis. Perou and colleagues42 and Sorlie and colleagues43 used cDNA arrays and identified distinct patterns of gene expression that were termed basal or luminal. These groups differed from each other with respect to clinical outcome.15 15 Unlike these earlier publications that dealt with patient prognosis, our aim was to identify gene expression patterns that could predict response or resistance to docetaxel in patients with primary breast cancer.

Although breast cancers are highly heterogeneous, the classifying gene list gives some clues to the mechanisms of sensitivity and resistance in some tumours. In general, resistant tumours overexpressed genes associated with protein translation, cell cycle, and RNA transcription functions, whereas sensitive tumours overexpressed genes involved in stressor apoptosis, cytoskeleton, adhesion, protein transport, signal transduction, and RNA splicing or transport. Consistent with an apoptosis-induction mode of action for taxanes, sensitive tumours had higher expression of apoptosis-related proteins (eg, BAX, DNAH10, UBC110, CUL1). DNA damage-related gene expression in docetaxel-sensitive tumours (overexpression of CSNK2B, DDB1, ABL, and underexpression of PRKDC) also seems to contribute to docetaxel sensitivity.

Furthermore, in sensitive tumours, overexpression of genes implicated in stress-related pathways was also noted, especially heat shock proteins. Overexpression of heat shock protein 27 (HSP27) has been associated with doxorubicin resistance in the MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell line.35 By contrast, the same investigators have shown that HSP27-overexpressing cell lines remain sensitive to docetaxel (Fuqua S, personal communication), suggesting that different non-cross-resistant agents could have different gene patterns of sensitivity and resistance. If true, then specific patterns of gene expression could be used as tools to choose between doxorubicin and docetaxel.

In a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure, the classifier that included genes selected at the nominal value of p=0.001 correctly classified tumours as sensitive or resistant in nearly 90% of cancers. Additionally, the predictive value of this classifier compares very favourably with that of oestrogen-receptor status, which is the only validated factor that can predict response to hormone treatment in breast cancer. Oestrogen-receptor status has a positive predictive value for response to hormone therapy of about 60%, and a negative predictive value of about 90%.44 If about 70% of breast cancers are oestrogen-receptor positive, then sensitivity and specificity for hormone responsive and non-responsive tumours are about 93% and 50%, respectively, and the area under the ROC curve for oestrogen receptor is only about 0.72. The docetaxel classifier has positive and negative predictive values of 92% and 83%, respectively, and the area under the ROC curve of 0.96 (figure 3). Although these predictive values are likely to be slightly biased and have wide confidence intervals, these results suggest that classifiers based on gene expression would probably compare favourably with other clinically validated predictive markers.

Differences in RNA expression were confirmed by qRT-PCR for a sample of genes. Furthermore, we have validated our classifier in an independent set of six consecutively treated patients, all of whom responded to treatment. Although the validation set is very small, it does lend support to the suggestion that gene expression arrays could be used to predict effectiveness of treatment.

This study shows that expression array technology can effectively and reproducibly classify tumours according to response or resistance to docetaxel chemotherapy. To ultimately define the molecular portrait of cancers sensitive or resistant to docetaxel, our results should be validated in a study with a large independent cohort of patients. Further patient recruitment and analysis will refine the gene list by which to classify tumours. This type of molecular profiling could have important clinical implications in defining the optimum treatment for an individual patient, thus reducing the use of unproductive treatments, unnecessary toxicity, and overall cost.
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